
Charging & Energy Management 

in detail

Smart Charging 
Controller
controls and monitors all 
charging activities, sending 
data to be displayed in the 
backend

Switch
connects each charging 
station with the Smart 
Charging Controller

Electricity Meter
measures the site load, 
and is needed for dynamic 
load management

With the Charging & Energy Management you determine how many 
electric vehicles you want to charge. Whether it’s 10, 20, 50 or more 
electric vehicles – you can automate the charging process and save 
money. To make it all work, the Smart Charging Controller acts as the 
central element in the system, controlling and monitoring all charging 
activities. And best of all: the system is compatible with charging 
stations and vehicles from a range of different manufacturers.

Small, compact and standardised. 
All components fit perfectly on a 
top-hat rail in your building‘s fuse 
box.
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ensures that all electric vehicles are reliably charged within the maximum available power 

of the grid connection

takes the current site load into account and makes optimum use of the grid connection

detects the actual charging power of electric vehicles incl. the asymmetrical phase load 

due to single-phase and two-phase EVs and makes best use of the total power

distributes the available charging power across all EVs

(individually, evenly or based on timetables)

gives priority to individual charging stations or RFID cards

offers different interfaces to other systems

(e.g. billing software, SAP, has.to.be, network operators)

sends alert messages in the event of faults in the charging station

continues to charge EVs even when the internet connection is interrupted

thanks to the local controller

transfers data via SSL/TLS encryption

displays charging processes, fault events, statistics in the TMH Backend

is scalable and hardware independent

Dynamic Basic

Load Management

variants:

       One-off costs  Monthly costs
Load Management Basic    500 EUR**  4 EUR per charging station
Load Management Dynamic    800 EUR**  6 EUR per charging station
Set-up costs      99 EUR***

(all prices excl. 19% VAT)
** Costs for basic package with up to 15 charging stations. Can be expanded as required.
*** incurred whenever new charging stations are integrated (regardless of the number of charging stations)

Housing dimensions (HxWxD)  96 x 22,5 x 110,5 mm

Housing type    DIN rail housing (EN 50022)

Power supply    min. 10.7 V - max. 28.8 V

Operating temperature   -40 °C to +55 °C

Interfaces    2 x USB 2.0 A (each chargeable with 500mA)

     1 x Micro-USB

     1 x Micro HDMI

     1 x RJ45 (Ethernet) 10/100 Mbit/s

Optical indicator    3 status LEDs (bi-color)

What Charging & Energy Management 
can do for you

Transparent pricing. Our basic package:

Technical data of the
Smart Charging Controller
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